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Abstract
We characterise the following property by six obstructions: given a
graphic matroid M and a set X of its elements, when is M the cycle
matroid of a graph G such that X is a connected edge set in G?
1 Introduction
For a purely graph-theoretic introduction read Section 2.
Tutte [4] proved that a matroid can be represented by a graph if and only
if it has no minor isomorphic to U2,4, the fano-plane, the dual fano-plane or
the dual matroids of the two nonplanar graphs K5 or K3,3. The topic of this
paper is the following related reconstruction question: given a graphic ma-
troid M and a set X of its elements, when is M the cycle matroid of a graph
G such that X is a connected edge set in G? Our motivation for studying
that question is that in [1] it arises when characterising embeddability in
3-space of certain 2-complexes by excluded minors.
A constraint matroid is a pair (M,X), where M is a matroid and X is
a set of elements of M . A constraint matroid (M,X) is realisable if M is
the cycle matroid of a graph G such that X is a connected edge set in G.
The class of constraint matroids (M,X) that are realisable is closed under
contracting arbitrary elements and deleting elements not in X. A constraint
matroid obtained by these operations from (M,X) is a constraint minor of
(M,X). In this paper we characterise the class of the realisable (graphic)
constraint matroids by excluded constraint minors.
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Theorem 1.1. A graphic constraint matroid is realisable if and only if it
does not have one of the six constraint minors depicted in Figure 1, Figure 2
or Figure 3.
All these six obstructions are 3-connected and graphic. So we just depict
their unique graphs. Theorem 1.1 can be restated in purely graph theoretic
terms, see Theorem 2.1 below.
Figure 1: The constraint K4. The edges in X are depicted grey.
Figure 2: The constraint wheel. The edges in X are depicted grey.
Figure 3: The four constraint prisms. The edges in X are depicted grey.
2 A graph theoretic perspective
Although Theorem 1.1 is about matroids, most of this paper is about the
following equivalent graph theoretic version.
A constraint graph is a pair (G,X), where G is a graph and X is an edge
set of G. A constraint graph is constraint connected if X is a connected
edge set in G. The class of constraint graphs (G,X) that are constraint
connected is closed under contracting arbitrary edges and deleting edges
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not in X. A constraint graph obtained by these operations from (G,X)
is a constraint minor of (G,X). It is straightforward to show that a 2-
connected1 constraint graph (G,X) is constraint connected if and only if it
has no constraint minor isomorphic to the 4-cycle whose constraint consists
of two opposite edges. The analogue question for connected graphs is not
much more interesting.
However, it turns out that the question gets nontrivial if we restrict our
attention to 3-connected graphs.
Theorem 2.1. A 3-connected constraint graph (G,X) is constraint con-
nected if and only if it does not have one of the six (3-connected) constraint
minors depicted in Figure 1, Figure 2 or Figure 3.
It is straightforward to deduce Theorem 2.1 from Theorem 1.1 above.
However the converse is also true as follows.
Proof that Theorem 2.1 implies Theorem 1.1. Let (M,X) be a constraint
matroid. If M is 3-connected, then it is the cycle matroid of a unique
graph G by a theorem of Whitney [6]. In this case Theorem 1.1 for (M,X)
is a restatement of Theorem 2.1 for (G,X).
Now let (M,X) be a constraint matroid that has no constraint minor
depicted in Figure 1, Figure 2 or Figure 3. It remains to show that (M,X)
is realisable. Since a constraint matroid is realisable if and only if each of
its 2-connected components is, we may assume that M is 2-connected.
Now we prove by induction that (M,X) is realisable. The base case is
that M is 3-connected.
If M is not 3-connected, its Tutte-decomposition [5] has a non-trivial
2-separation (A,B). Let M1 and M2 be the two matroids obtained by de-
composing M along the 2-separation (A,B). In particular, M1 and M2 both
contain a virtual element e and the 2-sum2 of M1 and M2 along e is M . Note
that the Mi can be obtained from M by contracting elements and replacing
a parallel class by the virtual element e. For i = 1, 2, let (Mi, Xi) be the
constraint matroid, where Xi is X∩E(Mi) plus possibly e if Mi+1 contains a
circuit o such that o−e ⊆ X. It is straightforward to check that the (Mi, Xi)
are constraint minors of M . Hence by induction, they are realisable. Let Gi
be a graph realising (Mi, Xi).
Let G be the 2-sum of the graphs G1 and G2 along the virtual element
e. By construction M is the cycle matroid of G. If the virtual element e is
in X1 or X2, it is straightforward to see that (G,X) is constraint connected.
1A constraint graph (G,X) is k-connected if G is k-connected.
2See [3] for a definition.
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So M is realisable. So we may assume that e is in no Xi. If one of the Xi
is empty, then (G,X) is constraint connected. So we may assume that both
Xi are nonempty.
Then not only (M1, X1) but also (M1, X1 + e) is a constraint minor of
(M,X). So by induction there is a graph G′1 realising (M1, X1 + e). In G′1
an element of the set X1 is incident with an endvertex of e. Similarly, there
is a graph G′2 realising (M2, X2 + e), and there is an element of the set X2
is incident with an endvertex of e. Let G′ be the 2-sum of the graphs G′1
and G′2. By flipping3 the 2-separator given by the endvertices of e in G′ if
necessary, we ensure that X is connected in G′. Put another way, (G′, X) is
constraint connected witnessing that (M,X) is realisable.
Hence the rest of this paper is dedicated to the proof of Theorem 2.1,
which is purely graph-theoretic. Before jumping into the proof, let us fix
a few lines of notation. In this paper all graphs are simple. In particular,
if we contract an edge, we afterwards delete all but one edge from every
parallel class. In the context of a constraint graph (G,X), we first delete
edges in a parallel classes that are not in X (so that constraint minors on
simple graphs preserve constraint connectedness). Throughout this paper
we follow the convention that the empty set is a connected edge set in G.
Beyond that we follow the notation of [2]. Let’s get started with the proof.
3 Deleting and contracting edges outside the con-
straint
In this section we prove Lemma 3.9 below, which is used in the proof of
Theorem 2.1.
Given a constraint graph (G,X), an edge e not in X is essential if neither
(G/e,X) nor (G \ e,X) has a 3-connected constraint minor (G′, X ′) such
that X ′ is disconnected. Informally, Lemma 3.9 below gives a structural
description of the constraint graphs (G,X) in which every edge not in X is
essential.
Before we can prove Lemma 3.9 we need some preparation. Our first
aim is to prove the following.
Lemma 3.1. Let (G,X) be a 3-connected constraint graph that is not con-
straint connected. Assume that every edge not in X is essential. Then G[X]
3By a theorem of Whitney, graphs represented by a 2-connected matroid are unique
up to flipping 2-separators [6].
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has precisely two connected components or (G,X) is the weird prism (defined
in Example 3.2).
First we consider some particular examples that will come up in the
proof of Lemma 3.1.
Example 3.2. The weird prism is the pair (P,X), where P is the prism
and X consists of the three edges in the complement of the two triangles, see
Figure 4. Contracting any particular edge in X, gives the constraint wheel.
Figure 4: The weird prism. The edges in X are depicted grey.
Example 3.3. The constraint Wagner graph is the pair (W,X), where W
is the Wagner graph and X is the set of edges in the complement of one of
its six-cycles, see Figure 5. If we contract a single edge of X, we get the
constraint wheel. If we contract any two opposite edges on the six cycle,
then we get a constraint K4.
Figure 5: The constraint Wagner graph. The edges in X are depicted grey.
Example 3.4. The Wagner prism is the pair (W ′, X ′), where W ′ is the
prism and X ′ contains one edge not in the two triangles of the prism. The
two other edges in X ′ are the only two edges of the prism in the triangles
that are vertex-disjoint to that edges, see Figure 6. There are two opposite
edges on the six cycle formed by the edges not in X ′ whose contraction gives
the constraint K4.
5
Figure 6: The Wagner prism. The edges in X are depicted grey.
Lemma 3.5. Let (G,X) be a 3-connected constraint graph such that G[X]
has at least 3-connected components. Assume that G is not the constraint
Wagner graph, not the weird prism and not the Wagner prism. Then there
is a 3-connected constraint minor (G′, X ′) of (G,X) such that X ′ is discon-
nected in G′ and such that E(G′) \X ′ is a proper subset of E(G) \X.
Proof that Lemma 3.5 implies Lemma 3.1. By Example 3.3, the constraint
Wagner graph has an edge not in X that is not essential. Thus (G,X) is
not the constraint Wagner graph. Similarly, (G,X) is not the Wagner prism
by Example 3.4. Hence by Lemma 3.5, G[X] has precisely two connected
components or is the weird prism.
Proof of Lemma 3.5. Let e be an arbitrary edge not in X. If the simple
graph G′ = G/e is 3-connected, then (G′, X∩E(G′)) is the desired constraint
minor. Otherwise by Bixby’s Lemma [3] the graph G\e is 3-connected after
suppressing edges of degree 2; note that G cannot be K4 as the disconnected
set X contains at least three edges. Let G′ be the graph obtained from G\e
by contracting all but one edge from every serial class.
By construction, any vertex of degree 2 of G \ e must be an endvertex
of e. Hence every nontrivial serial class has size two and there are at most
two of them. If a serial class contains an edge in X and an edge not in
X, we contract the edge of X in the construction of G′. This construction
ensures that we never contract all edges of a path in G that connects two
components of G[X]. We let X ′ = X ∩ E(G′). Hence the components of
G′[X ′] come from those components of G[X] such that not all their edges
got contracted.
Thus G′[X ′] is disconnected unless G[X] has precisely three components
and two of these components just consist of a single edge. Furthermore both
endvertices of e have degree 3 and each of them is incident with one of these
components consisting of a single edge. In this case we say that the edge e
H-shaped.
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Since the edge e was arbitrary, we find the desired constraint graph
(G′, X ′) unless every edge of G not in X is H-shaped. Since G is connected,
every component of G[X] is incident with an edge not in X. Hence G[X] has
precisely three components and they all consist of single edges. Furthermore
every vertex of G is incident with one edge in X and two edges not in X.
Thus G has precisely six vertices. The edges not in X form a vertex-disjoint
union of cycles. So as G is a simple graph, they either form two vertex-
disjoint triangles or a 6-cycle. In the first case it is straightforward to check
that (G,X) is the weird prism. In the second case it is straightforward
to check that (G,X) is isomorphic to the constraint Wagner graph or the
Wagner prism.
This completes the proof of Lemma 3.1. Our next step is to prove the
following.
Lemma 3.6. Let G be a 3-connected graph and let X be an edge set of G
such that G[X] has precisely two components. Let e ∈ E(G)\X be essential.
Then one of the following holds.
1. e joins the two components of G[X]; or
2. there is a component C of G[X] that consists only of a single edge and
e has an endvertex v of degree three that is incident with that edge and
the third edge incident with v joins the two components of G[X]; or
3. there is a component C of G[X] that consists of precisely two edges,
which form a triangle together with e. The two endvertices of e have
degree 3 and are each incident with an edge that joins the two compo-
nents of G[X].
Proof. We assume that e does not join the two components of G[X], in
particular G is not K4. If the simple graph G
′ = G/e is 3-connected, then
(G′, X ∩ E(G′)) is a 3-connected constraint minor such that X ∩ E(G′)
is disconnected. Since e is essential this is impossible. Hence by Bixby’s
Lemma [3] the graph G \ e is 3-connected after suppressing edges of degree
2. Let G′ be the graph obtained from G \ e by contracting all but one edge
from every serial class.
By construction, any vertex of degree 2 of G \ e must be an endvertex
of e. Hence every nontrivial serial class has size two and there are at most
two of them. If a serial class contains an edge in X and an edge not in
X, we contract the edge of X in the construction of G′. This construction
ensures that we never contract all edges of a path in G that connects two
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components of G[X]. We let X ′ = X ∩ E(G′). Hence the components of
G′[X ′] come from those components of G[X] such that not all their edges
got contracted. Since G′ is 3-connected and e is essential, the graph G′[X ′]
is connected.
Hence there must be a component C of G[X] such that all its edges got
contracted. Hence C has at most two edges. We split into two cases.
Case 1: C has only a single edge f . Then e has an endvertex v of
degree 3 that is incident with f . In this case we shall show that we have
outcome 2; that is, the third edge g incident with v joins the two components
of G[X]. Indeed, we construct G′′ like G′ but instead of f we contract g.
Since G′′ is isomorphic to G′, it is 3-connected. As e is essential, it must
be that G′′[X ′ + f ] is connected. Since the component of G[X] different
from C does not contain a vertex incident with e, the edge g joins the two
components of G[X].
Case 2: C has two edges f1 and f2. Then e has two endvertices v1 and
v2 of degree three such that vi is incident with fi. Since G is a simple graph
and C is connected, the three edges e, f1 and f2 form a triangle. Similar as
in Case 1 we prove for each i that the third edge incident with vi joins the
two components of G[X]. So we have outcome 3 in this case.
The following lemma deals with outcome 2 of Lemma 3.6.
Lemma 3.7. Let G be a 3-connected graph and X a disconnected edge set of
G. Assume that every edge not in X is essential. Assume that a component
C of G[X] consists only of a single edge and that there is an edge vw such
that v is a vertex of C and w is not in G[X]. Then (G,X) is the constraint
wheel.
Proof. The constraint graph (G,X) is not the weird prism; indeed the weird
prisms has no edge vw as required in the assumptions. Hence by Lemma 3.1,
G[X] has only one connected component C ′ aside from C. The endvertex
w of e that is not in C is not incident with any edge of X. Since G is
3-connected, w is incident with at least two edges f1 and f2 aside from e.
By Lemma 3.6 the endvertex of each fi different from w must be in C or
C ′. Since C has only one vertex aside from v, one of the fi must have an
endvertex in C ′. By symmetry, we may assume that this is true for f1. Since
f1 has an endvertex that is in neither C nor C
′, we can apply Lemma 3.6
to deduce that C ′ also consists of a single edge.
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Sublemma 3.8. The vertex set of G is (C ∪ C ′) + w.
Proof. By Lemma 3.6, each vertex of C ∪ C ′ that has a neighbour outside
that set has degree three and at most one neighbour outside that set. Let
W be the set of vertices of C ∪ C ′ that have a neighbour outside the set
(C ∪ C ′) + w. Since w has at least three neighbours in C ∪ C ′, the set W
contains at most one vertex. The set W together with w separates G if there
are vertices not in (C ∪ C ′) + w. Since G is 3-connected, this is not true.
Hence (C ∪ C ′) + w is the vertex set of G.
Since w is adjacent to at least three vertices in C ∪ C ′, at least three
vertices of C ∪C ′ have precisely two neighbours in C ∪C ′. Hence the graph
G[C ∪C ′] is a 4-cycle. Since G is 3-connected, each of its vertices has degree
at least three. Hence by 3-connectivity every vertex of C ∪C ′ is adjacent to
w. Thus G is the constraint wheel.
Given an edge set Z, by V (Z) we denote the set of endvertices of edges
in Z. Summing up, we have the following.
Lemma 3.9. Let (G,X) be a 3-connected constraint graph such that X is
disconnected. Assume that every edge not in X is essential and that (G,X)
is neither the constraint wheel nor the weird prism. Then G[X] has precisely
two connected components C1 and C2. All edges not in X have both their
endvertices in V (X).
Proof. By assumption and by Lemma 3.1, G[X] has precisely two connected
components, C1 and C2. By Lemma 3.6 and Lemma 3.7, every edge not in
X has both its endvertices in V (X).
4 Contracting edges in the constraint
In this section we prove Theorem 2.1.
First we need some preparation. Given a bond d in a graph G, then
G − d has two connected components which we call the sides of d. If we
want to specify them, we call them the left side and the right side.
Given a graph G and a bond d of G, we say that G is 3-connected along
d if G is 2-connected and there does not exist a separator consisting of two
vertices from either side of d.
For the rest of this section we fix a graph Q and a bond d of Q so that
Q is 3-connected along d. We denote the set of edges on the left side of d by
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L, and the set of edges on the right side of d by R. We assume throughout
that L and R are nonempty. A special contraction minor of (Q, d) is a pair
(Q′, d′), where Q′ is obtained from Q by contracting edges not in d, and
d′ = d∩E(Q′). Note that d′ and d need not be equal as contractions might
force us to delete edges in parallel classes. Since any parallel class containing
one edge of d is a subset of d, the set d′ is independent of the choice of the
deleted edges.
Example 4.1. The following pairs (Q, d) will be of particular interest in
this paper. For any two bonds of K4 with both sides nonempty, there is
an isomorphism of K4 that induces a bijection between these two bonds.
The special K4 is the pair consisting of the graph K4 and a bond of size
4. The special prism is the pair consisting of the prism and a bond whose
complement consists of the two triangles of the prism, see Figure 7.
(a) the special K4 (b) the special prism
Figure 7: The edges in the bond d are coloured grey.
Our aim in this section is to prove the following.
Lemma 4.2. Let Q be a graph 3-connected along a bond d such that the two
sides of d contain edges. Then (Q, d) has a special contraction minor that
is the special K4 or the special prism.
Proof that Lemma 4.2 implies Theorem 2.1. Let (G,X) be a 3-connected
constraint graph such that X is disconnected. Our aim is to show that
(G,X) has the constraint K4, the constraint wheel or a constraint prism as
a constraint minor. By picking (G,X) minimal, we may assume that every
edge not in X is essential. By Example 3.2 we may assume that (G,X) is
not the weird prism. We may also assume that it is not the constraint wheel.
Thus by Lemma 3.9, G[X] has precisely two connected components C1 and
C2. And all edges not in X have both their endvertices in V (X). We take
Q = G and d to be the bond consisting of those edges with one endvertex in
C1 and the other in C2. Note that each Ci contains at least one edge. Since
Q is 3-connected, (Q, d) is 3-connected along d.
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By Lemma 4.2, (Q, d) has a special contraction minor (Q′, d′) that is the
special K4 or the special prism. Put another way, we can contract edges not
in d such that G is K4 or the prism. Let X
′ = X ∩ E(Q′). We recall that
if contractions force us to delete edges from a parallel class we first delete
edges not in X. Hence since X spans the two sides of d in G, also X ′ spans
the two sides of d′ in Q′. Thus if (Q′, d′) is a special K4, then (G,X) has the
constraint K4 as a constraint minor. Otherwise (Q
′, d′) is the special prism.
It is straightforward to check that in this case (G,X) has a constraint prism
as a constraint minor.
The rest of this section is dedicated to the proof of Lemma 4.2. A
pair (Q, d) is irreducible if Q is 3-connected along d but there does not
exist a proper4 special contraction minor (Q′, d′) such that both sides of d′
contain edges and Q′ is 3-connected along d′. The first step in the proof
of Lemma 4.2 will be to show that the set of irreducible (Q, d) is bounded.
Later we examine this bounded set.
Given an edge set Z of Q, by Q[Z] we denote the subgraph of Q whose
vertices are those with at least one endvertex in Z and whose edges are those
in Z.
Lemma 4.3. If the graph Q[L] is not 2-connected and has at least two edges,
then (Q, d) is not irreducible.
Proof. We consider the block-cutvertex-tree of Q[L] and take a leaf block b.
Recall that b is a 2-connected subgraph of Q[L] or a single edge attached at
a cutvertex v ∈ b to the rest of Q[L]. We obtain Q1 from Q by contracting
all edges of Q[L] not in b. Since by assumption there is an edge in Q[L] that
is not in b, Q1 is a nontrivial contraction of Q.
Next we consider the block-cutvertex-tree of Q[R]. Note that unlike that
for Q[L] this may consist of just a single node. We obtain Q2 from Q1 by
successively contracting leaf blocks b′ attached at a cutvertex v′ onto v′ if
there is no edge between b− v and b′ − v′.
In a slight abuse of notation we denote the contraction vertex of Q2
containing v by v. Similarly after contracting a leaf part on the right side,
we denote the contraction vertex containing v′ by v′. We let d2 = d∩E(Q2).
We denote the edges on the left of d2 by L2 and the edges on the right of d2
by R2.
Our aim is to show that Q2 is 3-connected along d2. By construction L2
is nonempty.
4non-identical
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Sublemma 4.4. The edge set R2 is nonempty.
Proof. In the construction of Q we only contract a leaf block b′ on the right
side attached with cutvertex v′ if there is no edge between b− v and b′− v′.
In particular by contraction we never identify two vertices of Q[R] that have
neighbours in b− v.
If there was only a single vertex z in Q[R] that has a neighbour in b− v,
then Q− v− z would be disconnected, contrary to our assumption that Q is
3-connected along d. Hence there are at least two vertices in Q[R] that have
neighbours in b− v. Thus as explained above, the connected graph Q2[R2]
contains at least two vertices. Hence R2 contains an edge.
Sublemma 4.5. The graph Q2 is 2-connected.
Proof. Let x be an arbitrary vertex of Q2. We distinguish two cases.
Case 1: x = v.
By Sublemma 4.4, the connected graph Q2[R2] has a neighbour in the
connected set b− v. Hence Q2 − x is connected.
Case 2: x 6= v. If x is not a contraction vertex, then Q2−x is connected
as Q−x is connected. So x is a vertex of Q2[R2]. Let K be a component of
the graph Q2[R2]− x. Let K ′ be the component of Q[R]− x containing K.
Since Q− x is connected, there is an edge from K ′ to Q[L]. Hence there is
an edge from K to b in Q2. Hence every component of the graph Q2[R2]−x
sends an edge to the connected set b. Hence Q2 − x is connected.
Sublemma 4.6. For any two vertices x ∈ Q2[L2] and y ∈ Q2[R2] the graph
Q2 − x− y is connected.
Proof. We distinguish two cases.
Case 1: x = v.
Let K be a component of the graph Q2[R2] − y. Since K did not get
contracted, it has a neighbour in b−v. Thus every component of Q2[R2]−y
has a neighbour in the connected set b− v. Hence Q2 − x− y is connected.
Case 2: x 6= v.
Let K be a component of the graph Q2[R2]−y. Let K ′ be the component
of Q[R] − y containing K. Since Q − x − y is connected, there is an edge
from K ′ to Q[L]− x. Hence there is an edge from K to b− x in Q2. Hence
every component of the graph Q2[R2] − y sends an edge to the connected
set b− x. Hence Q2 − x− y is connected.
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By Sublemma 4.5 and Sublemma 4.6, Q2 is 3-connected along d2. By
construction Q2 is obtained from Q by contracting at least one edge. By
Sublemma 4.4, the edge sets L2 and R2 are nonempty. Hence (Q2, d2)
witnesses that (Q, d) is not irreducible.
Lemma 4.7. If the graph Q[L] is 2-connected but not a triangle and the
graph Q[R] is 2-connected or consists of a single edge, then (Q, d) is not
irreducible.
In the proof of Lemma 4.7 we shall use the following lemma. An edge e
in a 2-connected graph G is contractible if G/e is 2-connected.
Lemma 4.8. If G is a 2-connected graph that is not a triangle, then it has
four contractible edges, two of which do not share an endvertex.
Proof. If G is 3-connected or a cycle of length at least 4, every edge is con-
tractible and the lemma is true in this case. Hence the Tutte-decomposition
[5] of G has at least two leaf parts. The torsos of these parts are cycles or
3-connected. Let v be a vertex in a leaf part that is not in the separator.
Then any edge incident with v is contractible. Since there are at least two
leaf parts, we can pick vertices v in one of each. Each such vertex is incident
with at least two edges and no edge is incident with both these vertices. So
there are at least four contractible edges, and there are two of them that do
not share an endvertex.
Proof of Lemma 4.7. Suppose for a contradiction that (Q, d) is irreducible.
Let vw be a contractible edge of Q[L] (which exists by Lemma 4.8).
Sublemma 4.9. Q/vw is 2-connected.
Proof. As Q is 2-connected and Q/vw is a contraction, it suffices to show
that Q − v − w is connected. Since vw is a contractible edge of Q[L], the
set Q[L]− v − w is connected. So either Q− v − w is connected or else the
connected set Q[R] can only have v or w as neighbours in Q[L].
Hence we may assume that we have the second outcome. Our aim is
to derive a contradiction in that case. More precisely, we show that (Q, d)
is not irreducible. We obtain Qˆ from Q by contracting a spanning tree of
Q[L] − v − w and an edge from that set to one of v or w. Note that Qˆ
is isomorphic to the graph obtained from Q by deleting Q[L] − v − w. In
our notation we suppress this bijection and just say things like ‘v and w are
vertices of Qˆ’.
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Our aim is to show that Qˆ is 3-connected along d. Suppose not for a
contradiction. Then there is a separating set S witnessing that. Let a and b
be two vertices in different components of Qˆ−S. Let P be a path in Q−S
joining a and b. If P contains a vertex of Q[L] − v − w, we can shortcut
it by the edge vw. Hence we may assume that P contains no vertex of
Q[L] − v − w. So P is a path in Qˆ − S. This is a contradiction to the
assumption that a and b are separated by S. Hence Qˆ is 3-connected along
d. As both sides of d in Qˆ contain edges, (Qˆ, d) witnesses that (Q, d) is not
irreducible. This is the desired contradiction.
We abbreviate Q′ = Q/vw. Let d′ = d ∩ E(Q′). Let L′ be the left side
of d′. The right side of d′ is R.
Sublemma 4.10. If Q′ is not 3-connected along d′, there is a vertex z of
Q[R] such that Q[L]− v − w can only have z as a neighbour in Q[R].
Proof. By Sublemma 4.9, there are vertices y of Q′[L′] and z of Q′[R] such
that Q′ − y − z is disconnected. Since Q is 3-connected along d and Q′ is a
contraction of Q, it must be that y or z is a contraction vertex. Hence y is the
vertex vw. Hence Q − v − w − z is disconnected. Since vw is contractible,
Q[L] − v − w is connected. By assumption Q[R] − z is connected. So
Q[L]− v − w has no neighbour in Q[R]− z.
By Lemma 4.8, Q[L] has three contractible edges a1a2, b1b2 and c1c2
such that a1, a2, b1 and b2 are distinct vertices. Applying Sublemma 4.10 to
a1a2 and b1b2 yields that there are at most two vertices of Q[R] that have
neighbours in Q[L]. There have to be two such vertices as Q is 2-connected.
Call these vertices z1 and z2. Sublemma 4.10 gives the further information
that one of them, say z1, can only be incident to a1 or a2 and z2 can only
be to b1 or b2. Now we apply Sublemma 4.10 to c1c2. Since c1c2 is distinct
from a1a2 and b1b2, there have to be vertices on these edges not in c1c2.
By symmetry, we may assume that a1 and b1 are not in c1c2. Applying
Sublemma 4.10 to c1c2 yields that there is a single zi such that a1 and b1
can only have zi as a neighbour in Q[R]. By symmetry, we may assume that
zi is equal to z1. Hence z2 can only have the neighbour b2 in Q[L]. Hence
Q− z1 − b2 is disconnected. This is a contradiction to the assumption that
Q is 3-connected along d. Thus (Q, d) is not irreducible.
Lemma 4.11. If both graphs Q[L] and Q[R] consist of a single edge, then
(Q, d) is the special K4.
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Proof. Since every vertex is in L or R, the graph Q has precisely four ver-
tices. Since no two vertices from different sides of d separate, Q must contain
all four edges joining the endvertices of these edges. Hence Q is a the special
K4.
Lemma 4.12. If both graphs Q[L] and Q[R] are triangles, then (Q, d) is the
special prism or has a (proper) special K4 as a special contraction minor.
Proof. If Q has only three edges between Q[L] and Q[R], then as Q is 3-
connected along d, these edges must form a matching. So (Q, d) is the special
prism.
Thus we may assume that Q has at least four edges between Q[L] and
Q[R]. So Q[L] and Q[R] each contain a vertex that has at least two neigh-
bours on the other side. Call these vertices ` and r. Since ` and r do not
separate, there is an edge `′r′ between Q[L] and Q[R] that is not incident
with ` and r. By symmetry, we may assume that ` and `′ are in Q[L], and
r and r′ are in Q[R]. As r has two neighbours in Q[L], we can contract
a single edge of Q[L] different from ``′ such that r is adjacent to the two
remaining vertices of Q[L]. Similarly, we contract an edge of Q[R] different
from rr′ such that the vertex of ` is adjacent to the two remaining vertices
of Q[R]. The resulting contraction is a special K4.
Lemma 4.13. If Q[L] is a single edge and Q[R] is a triangle, then (Q, d)
has a special K4 as a (proper) special contraction minor.
Proof. We denote the edge in Q[L] by vw. Since Q is 2-connected, each of v
and w has a neighbour in Q[R]. If one of them has only a single neighbour
in Q[R], then that neighbour together with the other endvertex of vw is
2-separator. This is impossible as Q is 3-connected along d.
Hence v and w have each at least two neighbours in Q[R]. So there is a
vertex x in Q[R] adjacent to v and w. Contracting the edge not incident with
x to a single vertex, yields a special K4 as a special contraction minor.
Proof of Lemma 4.2. By taking (Q, d) contraction-minimal, we may assume
that it is irreducible. We will show that (Q, d) is a special prism or a special
K4. If both graphs Q[L] and Q[R] are 2-connected, then by Lemma 4.7 (and
the same lemma applied with the roles of ‘L’ and ‘R’ interchanged) both of
them are triangles. In this case, by Lemma 4.12 (Q, d) is a special prism.
Otherwise one of Q[L] or Q[R] is not 2-connected. By Lemma 4.3 (and
the same lemma applied with the roles of ‘L’ and ‘R’ interchanged) it consists
of a single edge. Hence we may assume that one of the two graphs Q[L] and
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Q[R] must be a single edge. By combining Lemma 4.3 with Lemma 4.7, we
deduce that the other graph must be a single edge or a triangle. It cannot
be a triangle by Lemma 4.13. Hence (Q, d) is a special K4 by Lemma 4.11
in this case.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. We have just finished the proof of Lemma 4.2. And
just after the statement of that lemma we showed that it implies Theo-
rem 2.1.
5 Concluding remarks
There are various ways how Theorem 2.1 might be extended. First, can we
replace ‘constraint connectedness’ by the property that the set X has at
most k connected components for some natural number k? More precisely,
a constraint graph (G,X) has at most k islands if G[X] has at most k
connected components. Clearly, the class of constraint graph with at most
k islands is closed under taking constraint minors.
Conjecture 5.1. Let k > 1. The class of 3-connected constraint graphs
with at most k islands is characterised by a finite list of excluded constraint
minors.
Can you explicitly compute the list of excluded minors in Conjecture 5.1?
Another extension is as follows. A double-constraint matroid (M,X, Y )
consists of a matroid M and two sets X and Y of its elements. It is re-
alisable if M is the cycle matroid of a graph G such that both X and Y
are connected in G. Can you extend Theorem 1.1 from constraint matroids
to double-constraint matroids? Put another way: is a double-constraint
matroid realisable if and only if it does not have one of finitely many ex-
cluded double-constraint minors? Although for 3-connected matroids, the
answer to this question follows from Theorem 1.1, for matroids that are not
3-connected new obstructions arise, see Figure 8
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